Offering overview

Managed Services for
Microsoft Azure
Reap the full benefits of Microsoft Azure, unlock value from IT
investments and manage costs, governance and risks.
Benefits
• Accelerate your move to
consumption-based
IT as a service
• Actively manage costs and
reduce public cloud sprawl
• Improve cloud architecture,
governance and ongoing
support
• Access end-to-end Azure
services — advisory, cloud
migration, managed services
and security

Demands on IT for increased speed
and lower costs are fueling a rush to
the public cloud. Poor oversight of this
decentralized environment often leads
to overprovisioning of cloud services,
wasteful and unplanned spending, and
disappointing service levels.
For many enterprises, it’s nearly
impossible to understand the true scale
of costs or compare actual consumption
to the services provisioned. Greater
visibility and better governance of these
growing cloud portfolios are needed.
Full support for Microsoft Azure

DXC in the Microsoft Cloud
• 20,000 Microsoft professionals
and 12,000 ITIL certifications
• Microsoft Azure preferred
partner, Microsoft Gold
Certified Partner, cloud solution
provider (CSP) and managed
services provider (MSP)
• Support for more than one
million Microsoft SharePoint
users
• Global Microsoft licensing
solution provider
• Microsoft’s No. 1 Office 365 and
Enterprise Mobility and Security
(EMS) partner
• Microsoft’s Productivity Partner
of the Year in 2017

DXC Technology’s Managed Services
for Microsoft Azure provide design,
delivery and daily operational support
of compute, storage and virtual network
infrastructure in Azure. We monitor and
manage system software, infrastructure
configurations and service consumption
using proven processes and tools. In
addition, our financial and governance
services help reduce uncontrolled
consumption.
Azure and DXC’s managed services scale
up and down to continually meet your
changing business needs, ensuring that
your IT costs and services will always
align to business demand.

DXC helps you realize the full financial
and operational benefits of Azure
through end-to-end services. These
include advisory services to identify
workloads suited to migration to the
cloud, and transformation and cloud
migration services to take the risk out of
moving core applications with complex
enterprise workloads.
We offer managed service bundles
suited to meet client IT and financial
objectives. Whether you have critical
workloads that demand a full suite of
services or you’re just looking for a lighttouch service to control costs, we can
scale and align to meet your needs.
DXC is uniquely positioned to support
Azure. We’re a premier Microsoft partner
with a global presence. Our seasoned
expert advisors, specialized tools and
services for risk mitigation, security
and regulatory compliance can help
you achieve savings while reducing
enterprise risk.
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Proven success with Azure
Our Managed Services for Microsoft
Azure are helping clients easily consume
Azure services and benefit from flexible
consumption-based models, such as
infrastructure as a service and platform
as a service. In addition to managing
costs, these firms are benefiting from
agile development and deployment of
cloud-native applications.
Our clients include:
• A global facilities management firm
that increased flexibility with Azure
to provide project office deployments
quickly, anywhere around the world
• A leading manufacturer that used
DXC’s advisory services to assess
workloads for migration, control costs
and reduce risk exposure
• A global retailer that migrated from
traditional IT to Azure to reduce capital
costs and drive value with a fully
consumption-based model
Multiple service options
DXC offers advisory services and two
bundles of managed services:
Advisory Services — Quickly assess
your current state:
• Analyze an existing Azure environment
to align to security, compliance,
flexibility and scalability needs
• Ensure that the Azure architecture
is optimized for the workloads
expected
• Make architecture changes
as needed

Silver Service Bundle — Manage your
own Azure environment with access to
skilled resources and tools:
• Azure financial analysis, management
and reporting, and financial best
practices
• DXC account services, including
governance and collaboration
• Light-touch service management
engagement with DXC service
management experts on request
• Service costs that scale with your need
Gold Service Bundle — Get all the
features of the Silver Service Bundle,
plus full managed services:
• Infrastructure configuration
−− Integrated IT service management
of workflow, automation and
governance
−− Management of virtual machines,
storage and guest OS, including
patching and availability
management
−− Security management, including
active directory, firewall, traffic
manager, virtual network, antivirus
and backup/restore
−− Service costs that scale with
client need
Our service bundles are designed to
align to workload needs. For example,
a full-scale managed service may not
be needed for development or test
workloads. Our services bring best
practices and governance to the public
cloud so you can be confident in moving
the most critical workloads to the cloud,
deriving the value and agility you expect.
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Our approach to Azure is as
nontraditional as the cloud itself.
Traditional silos for storage, compute
and networking are replaced with a fully
skilled, end-to-end “CloudOps” delivery
capability. We recognize that cloud,
compute, storage, virtual networking
and security are a set of integrated
processes.
Leading Microsoft partner
DXC Managed Services for Microsoft
Azure are built on our 30-year global
strategic partnership with Microsoft.
DXC is Microsoft’s largest IT services
partner globally. We’re recognized
internationally as a key Microsoft
partner; in fact, DXC Technology was
named Microsoft’s Productivity Partner
of the Year in 2017. DXC supports
Microsoft’s mission to empower every
person and organization on the planet
to do more and achieve more.
DXC helps clients in all regions and
industries unlock value in their IT
investments and take full advantage of
the digital economy. We’re one of the
world’s few IT services companies that
can cost-effectively integrate public
cloud, private and virtual private cloud,
and on-premises computing into an
effective whole. Let DXC experts advise
you on bringing cost transparency,
governance and operational excellence
to the public cloud.
Contact us at www.dxc.technology/
contact_us to learn more about how to
reap the full benefits of Microsoft Azure.

Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/azureservices
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